Pride Before the Fall (The Blake Pride series) (Volume 1)

Tormented feline shape shifter Vivian
Blake is every bit the alpha femaleboth on
stage and on four legs. She commands the
audience as confidently as she leads her
fugitive family. On the run from a sadistic
alpha that nearly died under her claws,
Vivian does whatever it takes to keep her
pride safe and provide for them, even if
that includes some less than legal activities.
When Vivian moves her family into wolf
territory, her extracurricular habits raise
more than just the eyebrows of the local
wolf and bear mixed pack. Kasey
Blackburn, their powerful leader, is none
too happy about a group of renegade cats
moving in and turning tricks in his city.
But one look at Vivian and his intentions
change. Shes the sexy, powerful female he
craves. Too bad shes a feline with a death
sentence hanging over her head. Not to
mention the fact that several members of
the Pack dont care for their Alpha dating a
stripper. When Vivian comes into heat, the
tigress within wars with her human side.
The cat wants a mate but the woman wants
escape. Can Vivian resist the promise of a
fresh start with Kasey or will her pride cost
her everything?
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